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Letter from the editor

Dear Reader,
Welcome to the first issue of BATTLESPACE which has added
distribution at AOC Europe 2022 in France. As the Covid-19
pandemic receded across the world, Vladimir Putin used the
opportunity to invade Ukraine, in the mistaken belief that he
could take the whole country in three days and bask in the glory
of Ukraine being forced back into the Russian fold.
However, he was mistaken and as I write he is struggling to
retain control over his campaign with the huge losses in men
and equipment resulting from a poorly planned and executed
campaign.
A great deal of the Russian problems resulted from the astute
and nimble use of new tactics by the Ukrainian Army evolved
since the 2014 invasion. The use of such anti-armour weapons
as NLAW and Javelin has given the Ukrainians an edge over the
Russian advance coupled to the adapt use of Stinger, Marlet and
STARStreak missiles.
The Russian battlefield communications systems have suffered
from poor performance due to Chinese parts and lack of a
battlefield network enabling 24/7 command and control. This
failure explains why Russia has not been able to make use of its
advanced EW systems to jam the networks as it requires them to
be kept open to use 5G networks for communications.
Your sincerely,

Julian Nettlefold
Editor, Battlespace

Front cover: Courtesy of ECS Technology Park
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News in Brief

DoD Releases Software Modernization Strategy
Defense Department officials briefed
the news media on the department’s
Software Modernization Strategy, which
was signed by Deputy Defense Secretary
Kathleen H. Hicks last week.
Danielle Metz, deputy chief information
officer for information enterprise, said
the strategy is about harnessing the
power of cloud and developing software
applications in the cloud in order to
provide continuous incremental capability
for the department and the warfighters.
“The ability to deliver software at the speed
of relevance will include explicit support
for artificial intelligence and Joint AllDomain Command and Control,” she said.
“Also, the strategy addresses transforming
business processes to ensure greater
efficiencies in contracting, acquiring,

testing, evaluating and delivering
software in an agile and continuous
manner,” she said.
“The department’s research and
engineering and acquisition and
sustainment organizations, along with the
DoD CIO played pivotal roles in developing
this strategy over the last two years,” she
added.
“The implementation plan for this strategy
will be released in 180 days,” Metz said.
“Software touches every part of our lives
today, and it also touches the warfighter
as the modern battlefield becomes a
software-defined environment,” said Jason
Weiss, chief software officer.
“Our competitive advantage as a
department, both today and tomorrow,

is really reliant on the strategic insight
and proactive innovation and effective
technology integration. And all of that
is enabled through software defined
capabilities. Software modernization
recognizes that our warfighters require
high quality and highly secure software
running against trusted data sources,” he
said.
“In this era of competition and the race
for digital dominance, we simply cannot
settle for incremental change anymore.
The department must come together to
deliver software better and operate as a
21st century force,” he said.
“Beyond the technology, the strategy
reinforces the need to attract and retain
workforce talent,” he said.
(Source: US DoD)

Novel, Breakthrough Warfighting Capabilities Discussed by
DoD Officials
Defense Department officials yesterday
described current and future gamechanging warfare capabilities that will
ensure national security for the U.S.,
allies and partners.
The venue for the discussion was
testimony at a Senate Armed Services
Subcommittee on Emerging Threats and
Capabilities hearing.
The Defense Innovation Unit successfully
prototyped synthetic aperture radar
satellites, which can see through clouds
and at night. These satellites provided
the world with imagery of Russian forces
in and around Ukraine, enabling the
department to predict the invasion and
prove undeniably what was happening
without revealing classified sources, said
Michael Brown, DIU director.
“Today, the National Reconnaissance
Organization has provided this capability
as part of U.S. defense security assistance
to Ukraine,” he said.
The Defense Advanced Research Projects
Agency has been working on some
futuristic capabilities that could aid the
warfighters in incredible ways.
Stefanie Tompkins, director of DARPA,
said her agency is working on a number
of projects.
“Imagine a world where soldiers’ basic
needs things like food, water, fuel or
medicine are made right on the spot from
waste material, say from plastic, or even
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just from the air, completely independent
of vulnerable supply chains,” she said.
“Imagine a world where both of our
electronics and software are completely
secure by design and thus unhackable.
Imagine a world in which all of our
military systems, which today have a lot
of trouble interoperating, can seamlessly
communicate and work together … Those
are some of the features that DARPA seeks
to make real,” she said.
Also, DARPA in partnership with the
Air Force, recently completed a second
successful flight test of a hypersonic air
breathing weapon concept known as
HAWC.
“This test set the U.S. record for scramjet
endurance and we believe it’s an
inflection point on the path to reclaiming
U.S. leadership in hypersonic weapons,”
Tompkins said.

“The department’s processes, ranging
from programming to experimentation
to collaboration, should be updated to
reflect the dynamic landscape today and
anticipate the needs of tomorrow. Our
nation’s private sector is our competitive
advantage, and we must focus on
improving how the government and
private sector work together.”
The forthcoming department’s “National
Defense Science and Technology Strategy
will provide guidance to DoD regarding
near-term challenges and ensure that the
United States remains the global leader in
technology far into the future,” she said.
(Source: US DoD)
Below: Hypersonic Air-breathing Weapon
Concept (HAWC). (DARPA)

“I ask you please to remember that some
of those will fail. If they don’t, it means
we’re not trying hard enough. And we're
not taking enough risk. But some of
those will succeed, and in doing so, may
fundamentally transform our nation and
strengthen our national security,” she
added.
Under Secretary of Defense for Research
and Engineering Heidi Shyu said: “As we
have seen in Ukraine, novel commercial
technologies, paired with conventional
weapons can change the nature of
conflict.”
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Dr. Kathleen H. Hicks Meets with Software Industry
Academia in Mountain View, California.
Department of Defense Spokesman Eric
Pahon provided the following readout:
Deputy Secretary of Defense Dr. Kathleen
H. Hicks visited locations around
Mountain View, California, today,
where she met with software industry
leaders, researchers and academia to
discuss Department of Defense priorities
under the National Defense Strategy and
historic investments into innovation and
modernization ($130.1bn) under the Fiscal
Year 2023 budget request.
In Menlo Park, Deputy Secretary Hicks
toured the Stanford University SLAC
National Accelerator Laboratory – as
one of 17 Department of Energy national
labs, SLAC pushes the frontiers of human
knowledge and drives discoveries that
benefit humankind. At SLAC, she observed
the Linac Coherent Light Source, the
Legacy Survey of Space and Time (LSST)
Camera Assembly and autonomous
vehicle technology.
Visiting with researchers, observing, and
discussing these types of advances in
innovation will help achieve a greater
understanding of the best practices
to move the department toward
Secretary Austin’s priorities; to include
implementing the National Defense
Strategy, advancing modernization at
speed and scale, and aligning priorities
and investing strategically for the future.

to discuss the Gordian Knot Center’s
unique approach to national security and
innovation, and how their curriculum
trains the next generation of Innovators.
The Deputy also heard from them ways
the Department can better partner
with and leverage the U.S. innovation
ecosystem to solve national security
challenges.
During the roundtable, Dr. Hicks told
attendees that one of her key priorities is
to accelerate innovation adoption across
DoD, including organizational structure,
processes, culture, and people.
She said our innovation workforce
is an important priority for as a part
of our modernization efforts, and
that the realities of today – changing
geopolitical dynamics, coupled with
rapid technological innovation, require
different skills in our workforce
and closer relationships with the US
innovation ecosystem.
At Microsoft’s Silicon Valley campus,

Deputy Secretary Hicks met with about
a dozen software companies to discuss
how industry can continue supporting
national security priorities, and how
DoD can improve its relationship with
software suppliers.
“Because of its sophistication, diversity,
and capacity to innovate, the U.S. Defense
Industrial Base remains the envy of the
world,” said Deputy Secretary Hicks.
“Every day, people like you are designing,
building, and producing the critical
materials and technologies that ensure
our armed forces have what they need.”
Dr. Hicks also highlighted DoD programs
designed to foster disruptive innovation
efforts with defense industrial base
suppliers, to include the Rapid Defense
Experimentation Reserve (RDER) and
Competitive Advantage Pathfinders.
On Wednesday, April 6, Deputy Secretary
Hicks will meet with space-industry small
businesses and faculty, students and
researchers in the Los Angeles area.

Following the tour, the deputy secretary
hosted a roundtable with Stanford
students, faculty, and military fellows

Defense Production Act Title III Presidential Determination
for Critical Materials
Defense Production Act Title III
Presidential Determination for Critical
Materials in Large-Capacity Batteries.
On March 31, 2022, the president
signed a determination permitting the
use of Defense Production Act (DPA)
Title III authorities to strengthen the
U.S. industrial base for large-capacity
batteries. With this action, the president
gave the Department of Defense (DoD)
the authority to increase domestic mining
and processing of critical materials for
the large-capacity battery supply chain.
The United States depends on unreliable
foreign sources for many of the strategic
and critical materials necessary for the
clean energy transition, such as lithium,
nickel, cobalt, graphite, and manganese
used in large-capacity batteries.
Demand for such materials is projected
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to increase exponentially as the world
transitions to a clean energy economy.
The DPA Title III authorities enables
DoD to undertake actions, including
but not limited to, feasibility studies
and modernization projects for
mature mining, benefication, and
value-added processing projects to
increase productivity, environmental
sustainability, and workforce safety.
It also allows for by-product and coproduct production at existing mining,
mine waste reclamation, and other
industrial facilities.
This determination reiterates the
administration’s commitment to
sustainable development, and provides
an example of how other nations can
responsibly produce and process critical
materials for large-capacity batteries.

The department continues to work
with key stakeholders to use DPA
Title III authorities to address risks
and challenges across supply chains
for large-capacity batteries. These
authorities expand options and
opportunities to accelerate and scale
critical investments across key
markets.
More information about DPA Title III is
available here;
https://www.businessdefense.gov/ai/
dpat3/index.html?source=GovDelivery
The presidential determination may be
accessed here;
https://www.businessdefense.gov/ai/
dpat3/index.html?source=GovDelivery
(Source: US DoD)
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Counter-UAS Radar Systems
Proliferate to Defeat UAVs on the
Battlefield
By Julian Nettlefold

Drones are being used for an everincreasing range of illicit activities
including carrying payloads that could
be used for reconnaissance and armed
attacks, both within and outside military
conflict zones. There is now significant
growth in the use of commercial drones
for destructive purposes, and such drone
activities have severe humanitarian
repercussions for civilians.
According to research, in 2019 there
are around six hundred thousand
uncontrolled drones of all sizes and
capabilities in India, all with the potential
to be exploited by extremist or criminal
entities to carry out illegal activities.
This has highlighted the critical
importance for nations to invest in
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anti-drone radar capability as drone
threats proliferate globally and evolve.
India has been working hard to acquire
anti-drone technology and recent reports
indicate that the Indian Air Force is now
inviting responses from domestic and
international suppliers for counter-drone
systems for the Indian Security Forces.
But in the current rapidly evolving threat
environment where small commercially
available drones are being used to carry
small payloads, there are challenges
which need to be addressed when
selecting such a system.
Small drones have a relatively small radar
signature and are difficult to detect. They
are easily available, low cost and there is
no control over their proliferation. And
they can be readily modified and adapted

for disruptive and illicit activities.
Accurate and rapid drone detection,
identification and classification are key
capabilities in any counter-drone system.
Anti-drone radar detection solutions
work most effectively when they are
correctly designed, implemented, and
integrated with the security response
capability of the facility being protected.
Their capacity to deal with multiple
simultaneous or overlapping incidents
in different parts of the facility, and the
effectiveness of systems classifying the
threat, so that the appropriate response
can be deployed in time to be of benefit
are critical design considerations.
There are at least as many (if not more)
nefarious uses for drone technology

Counter-UAS Radar Systems Proliferate To Defeat UAVs On the Battlefield

as there are legitimate and lawful
applications, and in many instances the
behaviours typical of illicit use will be
indistinguishable from those typical of
benign use. This makes the challenge
of classifying ‘good’ and ‘rogue’ drones
more complex, raising the potential for
erroneous and defamatory accusations
against lawful and legitimate drone
operators.
Multi-mode radars provide one of the
most effective solutions for border
security and drone detection. They offer
a reliable and affordable way to cover the
large areas, scanning air, land and water
simultaneously and detecting small and
slow threats in each domain alongside
traditional threats, including drones. They
operate at long range and in all visibility
conditions, detecting targets near to the
ground and in cluttered environments
such as in towns or around airports and
military bases.
Improvements are continually being
made in anti-drone radar technologies
so that they are more sensitive and able
to distinguish with increasing accuracy,
drone activities from other nonthreatening operations. Together with the
application of artificial intelligence and
machine learning, this reduces false alarm
rates by applying typical threat data and
using this to build a much more capable
and intelligent incident response solution.
The entire drone and anti-drone sector is
only in its earliest of stages, and there are
going to be many changes in the next few
years as technology evolves, as legislation
matures and as the fundamental
commercial drivers that need to
underpin the businesses that exploit this
technology continue to be tested in the
real world.
Sales of civil drones are on a constant
rise. Over 10 million drones were sold
for civil applications in 2016 alone.
Predictions suggest a remarkable trend

with sales reaching six times more
deliveries by 2021. Possibilities to use
such a cheap system with bad intent, to
smuggle contraband into prisons, spy on
competitors, misuse it for a terroristic
attack or simply disturb air traffic on
a major airport out of carelessness of
the user seem to be endless. Therefore,
Rheinmetall Air Defence, building the
center of competence for drone defence,
offers a modular toolbox which contains
a possible solution for all budget sizes to
counter this rising threat.
Military and civil threat scenarios
continuously merge into one another and
are especially in drone defence valid for
both. Rheinmetall with its long history
of military very short and short range air
defence solutions offers various counter
measurements according to a simple,
modular scheme of competences “Sense –
Decide – Act.”

Blighter A800 is a 3D Multi-Mode
Radar
The Blighter A800 is a 3D multi-mode
radar, based on the latest generation
monopulse antenna technology. It
provides the unique ability to use its
optimised air security modes to search for
small drones, and at the same time, can
use its ground/sea surveillance modes to
search for surface targets over land and
water.
The A800 performs its air, ground and
sea detection functions simultaneously,
allowing multi-mode operation with
simple user setup. The A800 multi-mode
radar uses triple, transmit and receive,
radar-beam spotlighting to focus all its
energy on targets of interest. The radar
ignores ground clutter and off-beam
targets, giving rapid scanning of a 90°
wide by 40° high cone. The A800 inherits
its core technology from Blighter’s TRL-9
(technology readiness level nine) fieldproven A400 series air security radars.

Below: A800 3D Multi-Mode Radar at DSEI 2021. (Blighter)

However, the A800 combines the ability
to detect land and water-based objects,
which of course may include the drone
operator. In addition, the A800 reports
that targets are either: surface, flying or
high-flying.

Countering Low, Slow and Small
(LSS) Threats
The A800 acts as the key detect element in
C-UAS (counter-unmanned aerial system)
products. It is designed to counter
current low, slow and small (LSS) threats
caused by the mis-use of commercial
‘hobby’ drones. (Including the commonly
used ‘DJI Phantom’ style quadcopters.) To
further enhance system performance, the
A800 features smart micro-Doppler target
filtering with AI target classification.
This reduces false alarms from wildlife
and helps improve the detection of
multicopter and winged drones.

Ruggedised and Secure
The A800’s rugged e-scan design with
zero moving parts, allows it to operate in
harsh conditions of high or low temp. It
comes with mounting options for:
l Tripods and quad-pods
l Land vehicles and trailers
l Fixed towers and masts
For use in critical security projects,
the radar is fitted with dual Gigabit
Ethernet interfaces with built-in robust
data encryption. A software developer’s
kit (SDK) is available for download.
The SDK allows system integrators to
quickly upgrade their existing wide area
perimeter security and C-UAS systems.
Such systems can then make full use of
the A800 radar’s advanced long-range
detection features. The A800 connects
with the leading industry standard
PSIM (physical security information
management) platforms and defence C2
(command & control) systems.

Blighter Surveillance A422 drone
detection deployable radar system
Blighter Surveillance introduces A422
drone detection deployable radar
system. Blighter Surveillance System’s
latest A422 radar system is a fully
integrated off-the-shelf drone detection
and ground surveillance system, says the
company. It is designed to detect drones
in congested urban environments and
operates in day and night conditions.
The technology can detect, locate and
recognise unmanned aerial systems
(UAS). It is deployed using a simple
modular mast, requires low power
consumption with mains and battery
power options. User-defined geographic
alert zones allow unattended monitoring
in conjunction with target displays with
a background map.
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electronically scanned array (ESA)
beamforming and real-time dynamic
waveform synthesis to deliver subdegree tracking accuracy on hundreds of
objects across a broad 3D field of view.
EchoShield’s cognitive search capabilities
integrate onboard or offboard data stores
to adapt and direct radar resources when
and where required in order to deliver
the right data and detail at the right time.
Whether using the radar’s significant
onboard processing capabilities or
ingesting data-rich range-doppler
spectrograms into offboard compute,
EchoShield’s SDK enables deep integration
and multi-sensor fusion.

Above: Blighter A422 Deployable Radar System. (Blighter)
The new radar comes with mast mounting
hardware, system cabling, mains power
supply and a rugged laptop for remote
system operation via a wired network
connection.
The system is designed for rapid
deployment from Peli-style transit cases
and can be used for:
l Urban battlefield reconnaissance
l Remote border surveillance
l Camp protection
l Other covert operations
The A422 deployable radar system covers
a horizontal azimuth scan sector of 180°.
For 360° surveillance a dual-A422 back-toback configuration can be used. The radar
uses Blighter’s W20S antennas which give
a wide vertical elevation coverage up to
30°.
Blighter’s x400 series radars are already
deployed along the DMZ for South Korean
forces.

Echodyne Launches EchoShield
“Echodyne serves customers across
the defense, national security, and
critical infrastructure protection
markets worldwide. Its radars are a
core component for counter-UAS, border
security, and base and perimeter 3D
surveillance solutions. The company
designs and delivers high-performance
compact, solid-state, patent-protected
metamaterials ESA technology. Ideally
suited for defense, security, machine
perception, and autonomy, Echodyne’s
commercially priced electronically
scanned array radars are used by
defense and government agencies,
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autonomous developers, and security
integrators for counter-UAS, borders and
perimeter security, critical infrastructure
protection, unmanned aerial vehicles, and
autonomous vehicles.” Eben Frankenberg,
Echodyne CEO said.
Privately held, the company is based in
Kirkland, Washington, and is backed
by Bill Gates, NEA, Madrona Venture
Group, Vulcan Capital, Vanedge Capital,
and Lux Capital among others. For more
information, please visit: Echodyne.com.
On October 12th 2021, Echodyne, the
radar platform company, announced the
newest addition to its market-leading
portfolio of radars – EchoShield. Designed
from the ground-up to set a new priceperformance standard for mid-range
radars, EchoShield is an advanced
software-defined multi-mission radar
for a wide variety of commercial,
defense, and government use cases.

EchoShield is designed to be softwareoptimized to mission profiles that align
powerful dynamic radar resources with
unique customer requirements to deliver
superior radar performance. Based on
market demand, the initial software
release prioritizes a counter-UAS mission
and excels at detecting, tracking, and
classifying any uncrewed aircraft,
including low slow and small drones even
in dense urban environments. Further
releases will match radar resources
with customer demand in dozens of
applications and markets.
“Radar is a fundamental sensor for a wide
range of commercial and government
applications, but achieving high
performance at reasonable cost, size,
weight and power (C-SwaP) has always
been a challenge,” said Eben Frankenberg,
CEO of Echodyne. “Our customers
have challenged us with certain radar
performance attributes and EchoShield
has been designed to meet these
Below: EchoShield. (Echodyne)

EchoShield’s development has been
informed by hundreds of customers
and applications across multiple
industries. The radar’s architecture
builds upon the field-proven
success of Echodyne’s proprietary
metamaterials electronically
scanned array (MESA®) radars that
are in use across a wide range of
applications, such as counter-UAS,
border and base security, force
protection, critical infrastructure
security, intelligence, surveillance,
and reconnaissance, UAV detect
and avoid, and autonomous ground
vehicles.
A pulse-Doppler cognitive 4D radar,
EchoShield combines ultra-precise
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demanding requirements. Our customers
are lining up for first units and already
discussing production volume, so we’re
very pleased with the market reception.”
EchoShield operates in the Ku band, with
RadioLocation service at 15.7-16.6 GHz
and RadioNavigation at 15.4-15.7 GHz,
and is commercially exportable to many
countries under US EAR regulations. Its
features include:
l	130° azimuth x 90° elevation field of
regard (fully customizable)
l	0.5° tracking accuracy in azimuth and
elevation, with very low track splitting/
dropping
l	Powerful UAV classification with
low false-alarms and near-zero
false-negatives
l	Cognitive search capabilities integrate
onboard or offboard data
Average tracking ranges for counter-UAS
mission:
l	Group 1 (-20 to -10 dBsm): 2.7 to 4.8 km
l	Group 2 (-10 to -5 dBsm): 4.8 to 6.4 km
l	Group 3 (-5 to 5 dBsm): 6.4 to 11.4 km
“Our breakthrough MetamaterialESA technology unlocks a level of
beamforming previously only available
with large ultra-expensive AESA’s with
hundreds of channels,” said Tom Driscoll,
CTO of Echodyne. “EchoShield combines
this precise beamforming with modern
fully-adaptive cognitive-radar approaches
and intelligent control software, and
the result is a radar with best-in-class
detection, tracking, and classification
performance.”

Echodyne and Northrop Grumman
Expand Partnership on Defense and
Security Applications
On 17 February 17th 2022, Echodyne,
announced a new strategic agreement
with, and minority investment from,
Northrop Grumman Corporation (NYSE:
NOC) that expands upon existing efforts
to integrate Echodyne radars into select
Northrop Grumman advanced defense
and security solutions. The initial
collaboration area is focused on counterUAS, where Echodyne’s radars offer
performance and SwaP advantages that
are expected to bring immediate mission
value. Under the scope of the Agreement,
the companies will work to identify
additional applications for Echodyne’s
line of commercially developed radars.
“We continue to embrace disruptive
technologies that enhance our solutions
and are easily integrated into our
open architecture approaches,” said
David Jacobs, vice president strategy
at Northrop Grumman. “This strategic
partnership enhances our ability to
meet the mission needs of our customers
with speed and agility, specifically
in the area of C-UAS.” The companies
began collaborating in early 2020 when
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Above: Drone Detection System and Geolocation for Blackbird Comint. (TCI)
they integrated Echodyne’s radar onto
Northrop Grumman’s Bushmaster®
Gun Truck, a lightweight strike vehicle
ideal for air defense operations. The
combined technology solution has proven
its performance against small drones in
numerous live-fire demonstrations and
offers Northrop Grumman’s domestic
and international partners a reliable and
economical answer to this increasing air
defense threat. This agreement expands
upon that success and focuses on new
opportunities to integrate Echodyne’s
commercially priced radars into Northrop
Grumman’s advanced platforms and
solutions.”
“The collaboration with Northrop
Grumman is another significant milestone
for Echodyne, which underlines the clear
message that our radars excel in the most
challenging applications and demanding
environments,” said Eben Frankenberg,
CEO of Echodyne. “Northrop Grumman’s
investment and selection of our radars for
counter-UAS solutions further validates
the advantages of our proprietary
technology and our best-in-class radars.”

SPX Corporation Acquisition Of
Enterprise Control Systems
On August 3rd, 2021, SPX Corporation
(“SPX”) (NYSE: SPXC) announced that
it has completed the acquisition of
Enterprise Control Systems Ltd (“ECS”).
Headquartered near Northampton,
UK, ECS is a leader in the design and
manufacture of highly-engineered
tactical datalinks and radio frequency
(RF) countermeasures, including counterdrone and counter-IED RF jammers.
ECS’s results will be reported as part
of SPX’s Communications Technology
(“CommTech”) platform within its
Detection & Measurement segment.
SPX anticipates updating 2021 guidance
to reflect ECS when reporting Q2 2021

results on August 5th, and currently
anticipates that ECS will contribute
annualized revenue in a range of $12
to $14 million. ECS is expected to be
accretive to Detection & Measurement
segment margin once fully integrated.
“We are excited to welcome ECS to the
SPX team,” said Gene Lowe, President and
CEO of SPX. “As our first acquisition in
our CommTech platform, ECS expands and
strengthens SPX’s position in COMINT by
adding highly complementary, worldclass products and technology. We see
significant opportunities to grow our
presence in COMINT, and complementary
technologies and solutions worldwide. We
view ECS’s expertise in encrypted data
link systems and RF countermeasures
as a perfect fit with the high-value RF
monitoring, detect and locate technologies
and products of our TCI business.”
Colin Bullock, founder of ECS,
commented, “We are very pleased to
be part of SPX, as it creates numerous
opportunities for employees and
customers to continue our growth
journey. Combining ECS’s expertise in RF
countermeasures and encrypted data
links systems with SPX’s strengths in RF
detection and location systems, as well as
its global infrastructure and resources, is
a great opportunity to further advance
product development and extend the
reach of our combined, high-value
solutions to a broader customer base.”
Together, ECS and TCI will provide a
more holistic, yet increasingly customertailored solution for COMINT and RF
countermeasures. Hardware and software
integration across offerings from
both companies will optimize signals
intelligence, paint a clearer battlefield
picture and facilitate threat interdiction.
One example is counter-drone operations,
pairing TCI’s Blackbird for detection
and location of drones and controllers
with ECS’s Claw for jamming them. These
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synergistic solutions will provide domestic
and allied government agencies enhanced
capabilities to deal with the threats posed
by asymmetric warfare, non-state actors
and near-peer adversaries.

ECS Founder Member of the AUDS
C-UAS Consortium
Enterprise Control Systems (ECS)
was a founder member of the AUDS
C-UAS consortium, so has developed a
capability in drone jamming techniques.
The AUDS system, already successfully
deployed and in 24/7 operations, was
developed in 2015 by a consortium of
UK defence companies including Blighter
Surveillance Systems, Chess Dynamics
and ECS. The AUDS system has an
intuitive interface, is operable by a single
user, and can detect, track, identify
and defeat a drone in approximately 15
seconds at a range of up to 10km or six
miles.
AUDS is available in three standard
configurations – a portable platform for
rooftop installation, a rugged field-mast
system for forward operating bases or
temporary camps, and a fixed system for
borders and critical infrastructure sites.
The AUDS system has proved to be highly
effective against swarm attacks and has
successfully defeated approaching 2,000
drone sorties and been tested against
more than 60 types of drone including
fixed wing and quadcopters. The team
recognise that co-ordinated swarm
attacks are increasing – particularly in
the military sector – so its engineers
have been working on algorithms and
techniques improving the AUDS system’s
capability to defeat these multi-drone
attack scenarios.
Below: The Claw Directional Inhibitor. (ECS)

Above: AUDS Counter Drone System. (ECS)
“We have continued to refine our
advanced RF inhibition capabilities to
meet identified changes in the threat,
enabling additional attributes designed
to engage with some of the longer range
fixed winged drones that have appeared
over the last 12 months. Our specialist RF
engineers have also further fine-tuned
some advanced techniques to even more
effectively defeat co-ordinated multidrone swarm attacks made up of mixed
drone types approaching in complex
mission scenarios.” Paul Taylor of ECS
said.
The AUDS system is highly effective
against multi-mode swarm attacks due its
multi-band radio frequency (RF) inhibitor
which can simultaneously target multiple
threat ‘bands’ to defeat the command
and control (C2) links deployed on UAVs.
These C2 links are constantly evolving
within the emerging threat landscape and
the AUDS RF inhibition system continues
to demonstrate its flexibility to rapidly
address these changes in response to
operational demands.

ECS Claw Directional Inhibitor
The Claw Directional Inhibitor is a selfcontained inhibitor system that combines
the RF power electronics with a high-gain
multi-band directional antenna system
The Claw Inhibitor comprises of dual
mast-mount units covering the 433MHz,
GNSS, 915MHz, 2.4GHz and 5.8GHz
ISM frequency bands with RF output
powers to the antennas of up to 83w.
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With an aggregated RF output power
to the antenna of up to 150w The Claw
system disrupts the control, navigation
and telemetry used by UAS and can be
customised for end-user requirements.
The Claw System comprises the following:
Directional antenna enclosures Two SDR
directional inhibitor units Either 2 AC, or
1 DC Power Supply Units.
“The combination of TCI and ECS allows
the combined entity to develop systems
to command the spectrum to allow the
passive location and destruction of every
type of drone from the errant user thru
the surveillance user to the weaponized
drone. We can offer our customers a
range of C-UAS systems from passive
RF systems thru those with an EO/IR
system and radar to allow long-range
location and kinetic systems to destroy
weaponized drones before they reach
their target. We have already identified
other acquisition targets to allow SPX to
offer a complete C-UAS system from one
source.” Jackson White said.

ECS BlackTALON Counter-Drone
System
The BlackTALON Counter-Drone
System provides detection, location,
identification, tracking and RF inhibition
of drones. BlackTALON Model 982
incorporates Radar and RF sensors for
drone detection, identification, location
and tracking; an electro-optical sensor
for drone verification and video tracking;
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and a multi-channel RF inhibitor for
drone defeat.
BlackTALON is the result of a technology
partnership between TCI International
and Enterprise Control Systems (both of
SPX Corporation), working together with
a number of valued partners with more
than 135 years combined experience.
This experience in the RF, EO, C2, and
Counter-Drone domains for military
applications ensures high performance,
reliability and availability of the
BlackTALON Counter-Drone solution.
The BlackTALON capability is delivered
using only fully proven TRL9 systems,
proven in combat operations
through multiple deployments in
hostile territories and the harshest
environments.
Key Features

Above: SPEXER 360 Enhanced Surveillance Radar for Security Applications. (HENSOLDT)

l	Multi-sensor

Rheinmetall’s new radar responds to
highly challenging current and emerging
short- and very short-range aerial threats:
the new radar successfully detects and
processes mini- and micro-unmanned
aerial vehicles; incoming rockets, artillery
and mortars engaging in high angle
attacks; as well as air/surface weapons
and cruise missiles. Thanks to adaptive
full digital beamforming techniques in the
S-band, Oerlikon AMMR automatically
detects, classifies and tracks the full
spectrum of aerial threats.

detection and tracking
(active and passive)
l	Long range, directional multi-band RF
inhibition defeat
l	Intuitive user interface
l	Automated operations
l	Fully integrated solution

Rheinmetall Unveiled New AMMR
In April 2022 Rheinmetall unveiled its new
AMMR: a state-of-the-art radar for C-UAS,
SHORAD and VSHORAD applications.
Rheinmetall has unveiled the Oerlikon
AMMR, the Group’s latest radar system.
The Oerlikon AESA Multi-Mission Radar
(AMMR) was developed entirely at
Rheinmetall Italia in Rome, underscoring
once again the subsidiary’s role as
Rheinmetall’s radar centre of excellence.
The new radar is now ready for series
production.
Below: Oerlikon AMMR. (Rheinmetall)

Rheinmetall Italia’s Oerlikon AESA
Multi-Mission Radar is a state-of-theart modular radar offering superior
performance and ease of operation as
well as integration into a wide range
of platforms. It can track and classify
multiple threats simultaneously.
Oerlikon AMMR is designed to operate
in stationary mode or on the move,

even under gruelling environmental
and jamming conditions. Moreover, it
features cutting-edge electronic countercountermeasures. The radar is fully
software defined, with a configuration
capable of adapting to the specific
operational scenario. It can be easily
upgraded in future to keep pace with
evolving threat scenarios.

HENSOLDT’s SPEXER Radar
HENSOLDT’s SPEXER radar is
extensively used in C-UAS operations. It
autonomously differentiates between
birds and drones with over 99% accuracy.
Once detected, the next step depends
on the location and situation. Effective
drone countermeasures used above a
crowded stadium are clearly going to be
different to those used on the battlefield.
A thrill seeker flying a cheap drone
above a crowded stadium armed with
little more than a bag of harmless flour
could cause pandemonium if jammer
countermeasures resulted in a loss of
control. In the stadium vicinity therefore,
more sophisticated counter measures
are required to safely neutralise the
threat. In this case, the miniaturisation of
electronics and the increased processing
power enable a drone to be despatched
that can intercept the intruding drone,
deploy a capture net and return with
its cargo to safety – all without user
intervention.
A stadium can be protected by a radar
detecting drones at little more than a
kilometre whereas on the battlefield,
the required detection ranges are much
more demanding. Some uses will dictate
360 degree coverage while for others, a
single non-rotating flat panel will suffice.
Some scenarios only require 2D detection
while others demand a 3D picture. To
cover the multitude of requirements, we
need a family of radars like the HENSOLDT
SPEXER range to provide the appropriate
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performance and coverage and keep
within the end users’ budgets. Only
a decade or so ago, radars with these
capabilities would have been prohibitively
expensive but the ever increasing
processing power and miniaturisation
of components available to designers
enables more and more capable radars to
be available at a much lower cost.

HENSOLDT UK SPEXER 600 2D
AESA Radar – Affordable AESA
Technology
New and evolving threats keeping
defence planners awake at night are a
concern but the technology enabling
advances in adversaries’ weapons and
systems is also enabling a wave of
innovative developments in the West to
provide effective counter measures. While
the technological gap is not as large as
we would like or as large as it was in
the past, there remain areas where we
continue to offer significant advantages
over equipment likely to be fielded by a
future foe.
HENSOLDT UK, formerly known as Kelvin
Hughes, boasts a long tradition of
capable and reliable radars. As part of the
HENSOLDT group, the company offers a
range of ground-based radars. While the
history of radars spans more than 100
years, it is characterised by countless

innovations, many of which stem from
HENSOLDT. One recent milestone is
HENSOLDT’s TwInvis passive radar system
mentioned above.
“HENSOLDT offers an impressive portfolio
of complementary radar sensors and
systems for the Land domain, all of which
are fully supportable here in the UK.
Based in Enfield, North London, HENSOLDT
UK designs and manufactures a number
of these radars, as well as providing
programme management, system
integration and through life support for
the entire range. These are exciting times
for our business, as HENSOLDT invests
further in its UK capabilities in support of
a number of MoD programmes.” Rohan
Dearlove – Sales Director UK and Ireland.
Kongsberg chose the Hensoldt Spexer
radar for its German C-UAS solution.

The German Counter Unmanned
Aerial System
l	Germany

awarded Kongsberg a $27.2
million (250 MNOK) contract to supply
a Counter Unmanned Aerial System
(C-UAS) to its armed forces.
l	Germany is the first country to acquire
a C-UAS solution with the PROTECTOR
as a kinetic effector.
l	On the sensing side, for CUAS
detection, Kongsberg has cooperated

Below: SPEXER 600 ground based surveillance radar. (HENSOLDT UK)

closely with Hensoldt and is integrating
the Hensoldt Spexer 3rd generation
radar within the CUAS system for CUAS
detection and tracking.
l	On the kinetic effector side, the
KONGSBERG PROTECTOR RS4 Remote
Weapon Station (RWS) has been
selected, utilising a 40mm Automatic
Grenade Launcher with programmable
airburst ammunition as the main
effector.

The USMC Counter Unmanned
Aerial System – MADIS
l	The

US Marine Corps has awarded a
contract to Kongsberg Protech Systems
USA to deliver remote weapon systems
(RWS) as part of their Marine Air
Defense Integrated System (MADIS)
programme
l	The MADIS system deploys separate
sensor and effector platforms, as part
of their Ground Based Air Defence
Capability, which operate together in a
Counter Unmanned Aerial System role
l	For the MADIS programme, the
USMC have selected the KONGSBERG
PROTECTOR RS6 Remote Weapon
Station (RS6), which incorporates the
XM914E1 30x113mm cannon, a co-axial
M240 (7.62mm) machine gun and twin
Stinger Surface-to-Air missiles
l	The MADIS RS6 system will be
integrated and deployed on the Joint
Light Tactical Vehicle (JLTV)

Elettronica Snow Leopard
Elettronica presented the Snow Leopard
evolution of its ADRIAN counter-drone
system during a recent NATO exercise
held in Sestriere northwest Italy. Snow
Leopard can be deployed in extreme
conditions and used while mobile. These
capabilities have been realised through
Artificial Intelligence (AI) techniques
applied to signal process and imagery
analysis.
For this specific demonstration, the
system was installed on a BV S7 vehicle
of the Italian Army. However, the system
can be easily installed on other vehicle
types, and also be used for the protection
of fixed targets.
Based on the operational requirement
and concept of use, the counter-drone
system uses electro-optical devices and
an electronic support measure to detect
and locate the drone and its ground
control station via its radio signals.
This guarantees the identification and
classification of drones at sufficient
distances to ensure an adequate response
time. Elettronica paid particular attention
to the system’s user interface which
allows Snow Leopard to be used in even
the most adverse operating conditions.
“Elettronica has long supported
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enhanced addition to Teledyne FLIR’s
field-proven LVSS platform that features
reliable, rapidly deployable, cutting-edge
technology to detect and mitigate the
growing threat of small drones.
The new system leverages a powerful
combination of 3D radar, EO/IR camera,
and RF detection and mitigation sensors
to provide early warning alerts and
recognition. Threats are detected and
displayed simultaneously, showing
position and elevation for all radar tracks.
LVSS ADA C-UAS also can detect drone
swarms by allowing operators to monitor
up to 500 radar targets simultaneously.
A multi-spectral imager captures key
UAS elements that help identify high risk
targets for a pinpointed response.

Above: Snow Leopard. (Elettronica)
NATO with respect to increasingly
challenging operational needs in extreme
environments. This has culminated in
the Snow Leopard counter-drone system
designed for mobile operations and
conceived with advanced AI algorithms;
a direct result of the company’s
considerable investment in research
and development.” Says Paolo Izzo,
Elettronica’s Chief Sales Officer.

FN Herstal’ sdeFNder®
FN Herstal’s deFNder® Family of Remote
Weapon Stations, new C-UAS solution,
was recently tested for countering
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) during
the NATO Non-Lethal Technology Exercise
(NNTEX-C) scheduled from 4 to 24 March
at the PISQ in Sardinia, Italy.
The exercise was dedicated to the
evaluation of current technologies
against Low, Slow and Small (LSS) targets.
The different systems were evaluated
based on several factors including
efficiency, collateral damage and
ergonomics.
For this purpose, FN Herstal developed
a container-based perimeter defence
solution incorporating a range of
sensors (RF sensors and radars) with
a combination of both soft and hard
effectors. The overall system is operated
by two operators protected inside the
container.
The sensors provide early detection and
provide operators and commander with
the localization of the detected targets
on a 2D situational awareness map. This
enhances the mission-critical decisionmaking process and allows a quick
response and tasks allocation.
Regarding the effectors, the setup
includes:
l	Soft effector: As an escalation of force
feature, the setup also includes a smart
and scalable signal jammer that can be
used as a first response against the UAV
to disable the link between the drone
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and its operator before resorting to
live-firing.
l	Hard effector:
• One deFNder® Light Remote Weapon
Station, which can be fitted with the
FN MINIMI® 5.56 or 7.62 or FN MAG®
7.62mm calibre
• One deFNder® Medium, which can
be fitted with the FN MAG® 7.62mm,
.50 calibre weapons such as the FN®
M2HB-QCB or FN® M3R, or a 40mm
Automatic Grenade Launcher with
airburst capacity.
Once a target is detected, the operators
have the capacity to select the threat
to initiate the neutralization process.
The overall system provides advanced
functionalities to assist the operator
in threat detection and engagement,
including:
l	Target tracking based on multiple
sensor feedback
l	Collateral damage mitigation with
ready-to-fire indicators
l	Automatic detection through video
stream (Day and InfraRed)
l	Improved fire control for air targeting
Using FN Herstal’s deFNder® Net
technology, the system offers full
networking capability for information
distribution and sharing from every
sensor to any operator, to own and
external C2 systems.
In conclusion, the FN Herstal perimeter
defence system aims to give an increased
situational awareness while providing a
safe environment for the crew.

Teledyne FLIR Defense
Launches New Lightweight
Vehicle Surveillance System
Teledyne FLIR Defense, part of Teledyne
Technologies Incorporated (NYSE:TDY),
announced the launch in April 2022, of
a new Lightweight Vehicle Surveillance
System (LVSS) with revolutionary air
domain awareness (ADA) and advanced
counter-unmanned aerial system (C-UAS)
capabilities. The LVSS ADA C-UAS is an

“Protecting vast borders, shorelines, and
forward-operating bases is a job that’s
been made even more difficult with the
challenges posed by drones,” said Dr.
JihFen Lei, executive vice president and
general manager of Teledyne FLIR Defense.
“The LVSS C-UAS combines sophisticated
counter-drone technologies and countermeasures to make it the most effective
mobile surveillance system available to
combat these dangers.”
“Our customers trust us for solutions like
the new LVSS that adapt to fast changing
threat environments and offer more of
the capabilities they need for mission
success,” Lei added.
Other major features of the LVSS ADA
C-UAS include:
l	Rapidly relocatable perimeter
protection from the system’s ability to
quickly deploy, stow and redeploy the
sensor suite
l	Advanced, high performing video
analytics that allow operators to
precisely identify, track and engage
threats
l	On-the-move C-UAS counter-measures
with full non-kinetic kill chain
capability; operators can obtain threat
assessments while the system is static or
while driving the vehicle
l	New Cameleon™ V5 command and
control software integrates all onboard
sensors and supports advanced
device features and bi-directional
communications
l	Increased cyber security tools to resist
hackers.

Conclusion
The demand for C-UAS systems has
exploded with industry rising to
the challenge offering a mix of new
technologies to counter this growing and
hostile threat. In our July issue we will
cover C-UAS systems which use kinetic
and other methods to destroy and defat
the UAS threat.
(Sources: Blighter)
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Better Together – TCI and ECS
Demonstrate New Technologies
at AOC 2022
By Julian Nettlefold

BATTLESPACE Editor Julian Nettlefold
met up with Jackson White, Business
Development Director at Enterprise
Control Systems, and David Beckett,
Director COMINT Business Development
at TCI, in April at Enterprise
Control Systems Ltd’s (“ECS”) offices
headquartered near Northampton,
UK, to discuss the synergies between
ECS and TCI following the merger last
year.
On August 3 2021 SPX Corporation
(“SPX”) (NYSE: SPXC) completed the
acquisition of Enterprise Control Systems
Ltd (“ECS”). ECS is a leader in the design
and manufacture of highly-engineered
tactical datalinks and Radio Frequency
(RF) countermeasures, including counterdrone and counter-IED RF jammers.
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TCI is part of SPX Corporation,a
supplier of highly-engineered products
and technologies, holding leadership
positions in the HVAC and detection and
measurement markets. Based in Charlotte,
North Carolina, SPX Corporation
had more than 4,500 employees in 15
countries. SPX Corporation is listed on
the New York Stock Exchange under the
ticker symbol “SPXC.”
ECS is a leading designer and
manufacturer of highly-engineered
communications intelligence systems,
including RF inhibitors (RF jammers) and
encrypted data links. ECS was founded in
1988 and has grown steadily in size over
the past 30 years.
“We are excited to welcome ECS to the

SPX team,” said Gene Lowe, President and
CEO of SPX. “As our first acquisition in
our CommTech platform, ECS expands and
strengthens SPX’s position in COMINT by
adding highly complementary, worldclass products and technology. We see
significant opportunities to grow our
presence in COMINT, and complementary
technologies and solutions worldwide. We
view ECS’s expertise in encrypted data
link systems and RF countermeasures
as a perfect fit with the high-value RF
monitoring, detect and locate technologies
and products of our TCI business.”
Colin Bullock, founder of ECS,
commented, “We are very pleased to
be part of SPX, as it creates numerous
opportunities for employees and
customers to continue their growth
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journey. Combining ECS’s expertise in RF
countermeasures and encrypted data
links systems with SPX’s strengths in RF
detection and location systems – as well
as its global infrastructure and resources
– is a great opportunity to further
advance product development and extend
the reach of our combined, high-value
solutions to a broader customer base.”
“What is the synergy between SPX/TCI and
ECS?” The Editor asked.
“Together, ECS and TCI now provide a
more holistic, yet increasingly customertailored solution for COMINT, C-UAS
and RF countermeasures solutions.
Hardware and software integration
across offerings from both companies
will optimise signals intelligence, paint a
clearer battlefield picture and facilitate
threat interdiction. Our first example is
our Counter UAS solution BLACKTALON.
It pairs TCI’s Blackbird for detection and

location of UAS and controllers with ECS’s
Claw for jamming them. These synergistic
solutions will provide domestic and
allied government agencies enhanced
capabilities to deal with the threats posed
by asymmetric warfare, non-state actors
and near-peer adversaries.” Jackson
White said.
“How will the systems deploy?”
“We have launched a new solution
called BLACKTALON, which is a scalable
C-UAS solution that allows ECS and TCI to
address several military and civil C-UAS
requirements. The TCI system detects
and tracks the RF signal of the UAS,
hands over the location to the ECS Claw
jammer which defeats the UAS in flight.
In addition to defeating the UAS, using
frequency detection and depending on the
type of UAS, the operator can then locate
the UAS operator. The drone detection
system scans the RF spectrum looking

for the RF signature of UAS and radio
controllers. When a UAS or controller
is detected, the system geolocates the
target and provides a notification. Local
operators receive notifications by visual
and audible alarm. Remote personnel
can be notified by other mechanisms,
including email and instant text message.
Security personnel can then observe
the location of both the drone and the
controller on the integrated map and
track the target’s movements. Knowing
the location of the drone’s controller
helps authorities pinpoint the operator
for a safe and effective intervention. Once
located a squad can be dispatched for the
FOB to pick up the UAS and the operator.
C-UAS doctrine is very similar to that of
RC-IED. By locating and capturing the
drone operator and his system, a picture
can be built up as to how many drone
builders and operators there are in the
enemy forces. This leaves drones and their
operators no place to hide.” David Beckett
said.
“The rapid evolution of low-cost, highly
capable drones presents a new set of
challenges. Whether the operator is a
negligent hobbyist or an agent intent
on a malevolent act, an undetected
drone can pose a significant safety or
security threat. From secure facilities
and government installations to public
venues such as sports arenas, airports
and sites where emergency services or
law enforcement personnel are actively
engaged, TCI’s drone detection systems
have you covered. TCI’s drone detection
technology provides field-proven, fully
automated detection and geolocation
of drones and their radio controllers.
It can be deployed interactively by an
operator, or automatically for unattended
operation, providing low cost of
ownership.”
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Above: Model 850 Blackbird NextGen. (TCI)
“How does your system compare to a
radar operated C-UAS system?”
“The beauty of our BLACKTALON solution
is that it’s scalable, so depending on the
Concept of Operations (ConOps) we can
add or remove different types of sensors.
In some roles it may not be practical
to employ an active radar. With radar
directed C-UAS systems, once the radar
fires up, it can be easily located by the
enemy, however in operations where
active radar detection is not an issue or
very low detection probability, the radar
could also detect personnel and vehicles,
again ConOps dependent. Our RF systems
are well suited to UAS equipped with EO/
IR payloads and control links which give
out clear RF signals whilst operating.”
Jackson White said.
From borders to theatres of operations,
and urban landscapes to wide-open
spaces, TCI technology empowers
customers to monitor, analyse and
manage the RF spectrum. TCI solutions
provide spectrum monitoring, direction
finding (DF) and communications
intelligence (COMINT system) capabilities.
TCI’s leading-edge geolocation solutions
include triangulated Angle of Arrival
(AOA), Time Difference of Arrival (TDOA)

and hybrid systems that leverage both
technologies. TCI drone detection
system capabilities employ geolocation
and sophisticated signal processing to
detect and locate both drones and their
controllers. Selected for use in more
than 100 countries around the world,
TCI products are supported by a global
network of service, installation and
training services.
As the spectrum becomes increasingly
crowded, TCI ITU-compliant spectrum
monitoring systems are putting highly
effective and versatile tools in the
hands of agencies responsible for
regulation and protection. Users of TCI
spectrum monitoring systems benefit
from advanced hardware and software
technologies that maximise performance
in TCI digital signal processing products.
From complying with ITU guidelines, to
providing powerful wideband capabilities
in complex environments, TCI offers
a wide range of options to choose
from. These include Compact Spectrum
Monitoring Systems (CSMS) whose lower
size, weight and power requirements
enable flexible mobile deployments
and installations. Equipped with TCI’s
user-friendly Scorpio™ client software
with Automatic Violation Detection and

Below: The TCI Model 850 Blackbird NextGen is the full replacement for the original
E3238S Blackbird Signals Intelligence system. (TCI)

comprehensive reporting capabilities,
TCI’s CSMS systems are best-value
solutions engineered to combine the
highest level of performance with the
greatest ease of operation and lowest
total cost of ownership.
Designed for the harsh environment of
combat conditions, TCI signals intelligence
systems integrate powerful capabilities
into compact solutions. On the ground,
at sea or in the air, TCI products work
together to help personnel detect,
collect, analyse and locate RF signals
with speed and precision – to command
the electromagnetic environment. TCI’s
Model 850 Blackbird NextGen offers
fully integrated COTS signals intelligence
capability, including survey, search,
detection, visualisation, collection,
wideband recording, DF/geolocation,
analysis and reporting. Blackbird offers
comprehensive automation based on
user-defined search criteria, as well as
Lookback Collection to browse or search
back in time and extract IQ data for a
signal of interest without interrupting
recording. Whether the mission calls for
fixed base and transportable capabilities
or man-portable mobility, TCI innovations
offer the performance required.
TCI’s deep experience in spectrum
monitoring provides an unsurpassed
foundation for spectrum management
technology. TCI ASMS solutions streamline
and automate key spectrum management
tasks including licence administration,
engineering analysis, fee calculation and
billing.
“TCI antenna systems embody years of
experience in RF systems design and
production techniques. Broadcasters rely
on TCI for optimised HF and MF solutions
that minimise operating costs. Groundair, ship-shore, GMDSS and military
communications use TCI antennas tailored
for a variety of power ratings. And those
tasked with spectrum management
and emitter location find the sensitivity
and accuracy of TCI technology well
suited to the challenges they face. In
an electromagnetic environment that
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grows more challenging every year, TCI
continues to lead with innovations that
give operators greater effectiveness and
agility across the spectrum.” Jackson
White said.

TCI’s Model 850 Blackbird NextGen
Today’s new and emerging threats are
driving the need for updated signal
intelligence system capabilities that not
only can detect, collect and analyse the
newest signal threats, but geolocate them
as well. To meet the demand for everincreasing areas of operation, the system
also must be easy to deploy and even
easier to operate.
Building on the proven E3238S Blackbird
capability and TCI’s world-leading
direction finding and geolocation
technology, the TCI Model 850 Blackbird
NextGen SIGINT system combines
precision RF and DF hardware with
the next generation of the original
Blackbird software. The result is a fully
integrated, COTS signals intelligence
capability to provide unparalleled signal
survey, search, detection, visualisation,
collection, wideband recording, DF/
geolocation, analysis and reporting –
redesigned with a modern, easy-to-use
interface. It’s the best of the proven,
classic Blackbird, modernised with new
technology, DF/geolocation, and pointand-shoot simplicity.
When configured with the Lookback
Collection option, the operator will never
miss a collect for a signal of interest
since IQ data for any past signal can be
extracted from the wideband storage
array without interrupting wideband
recording. Blackbird operators can even
use the Lookback Collection IQ data to
go ‘back in time’ to perform TDOA and
hybrid geolocation on past signals.
TCI has developed an antenna range
suitable for operating with the Model 850
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Blackbird NextGen
TCI’s Model 649-8 Portable V/U/SHF
antenna is designed for applications
requiring a compact, accurate, multielement, Direction Finding (DF) antenna,
combined with an omnidirectional
monitoring antenna. The 649-8 enables
broadband operation from 20 to 8,500*
MHz when used in TCI’s Spectrum
Monitoring System (SMS) or COMINT DF
systems. *Range is dependent on TCI’s
spectrum processor.
The Model 645-8 VHF/UHF Antenna is
designed for applications requiring
a compact, accurate, multi-element,
Direction Finding (DF) antenna, combined
with a sensitive omnidirectional
monitoring antenna. The 645-8 allows
broadband operation from 20 to 8,500
MHz when used in TCI’s Spectrum
Monitoring System (SMS) or COMINT DF.
Typical DF accuracy is 2 degrees (RMS), 1
degree in a reflection-free environment.
The 645-8 supports calibrated signal
amplitude measurements over the full
frequency range, and includes built-in
self-test (BIST) for automatic testing and
verification of the antenna’s operational
status.
ECS and TCI have developed a C-UAS
solution that Detects, Tracks and
Defeats UAS engaged in hostile activity
or surveillance by a nuisance drone
enthusiast, insurgents, state actors or
hostile militaries.
The AUDS system, already successfully
deployed and in 24/7 operations, was
developed in 2015 by a consortium of
UK defence companies. The AUDS system
is the TRL 9 base line of the ECS and TCI
BLACKTALON solution.
BLACKTALON provides comprehensive
situational awareness and mitigation as a
standalone or networked capability, as a
multi-layered C-UAS, or as a component

of a Ground Based Air Defence (GBAD)
system. Evolved from the operationally
proven AUDS, the BLACKTALON C-UAS
solution combines more than 135 years
of experience in the defence and security
technology sector from Enterprise Control
Systems and TCI International (both part
of SPX Corporation), working together
along with their carefully selected valued
partners.
BLACKTALON is an open architecture
C-UAS solution that also enables users
to integrate their legacy or preferred
sensors and to interface the system to
their Command & Control (C2) system
of choice. This allows capability to be
scaled in response to an emerging and
evolving Concept of Operations (ConOps),
to the Operational Environment and
to the available budget. This flexibility
allows for a custom solution approach
that embraces established Technology
Readiness Level 9 (TRL9) components into
a solution for immediate operational
impact whilst providing the ability to
scale the sensor and effector solution in
response to changing threats and ConOps
in the future. The outcome is early and
reliable detection, pinpoint tracking, and
selective defeat options to mitigate the
UAS of concern.
BLACKTALON is available in three
standard configurations – a portable
platform for rooftop installation, a
rugged field-mast system for forward
operating bases or temporary camps, and
a fixed system for borders and critical
infrastructure sites.
The components of the BLACKTALON
solution has proved to be highly
effective against swarm attacks and has
successfully defeated approaching 2,000
drone sorties and been tested against
more than 60 types of drone including
fixed wing and quadcopters. The team
recognise that co-ordinated swarm
attacks are increasing – particularly in
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the military sector – so its engineers
have been working on algorithms and
techniques improving the BLACKTALON’s
capability to defeat these multi-drone
attack scenarios.

rapidly address these changes in response
to operational demands.

“We have continued to refine our
advanced RF inhibition capabilities to
meet identified changes in the threat,
enabling additional attributes designed
to engage with some of the longer-range
fixed wing drones that have appeared
over the last 12 months. Our specialist RF
engineers have also further fine-tuned
some advanced techniques to even more
effectively defeat coordinated multi-drone
swarm attacks made up of mixed UAS
types approaching in complex mission
scenarios.” Jackson White said.

“BLACKTALON detects a drone using the
electronic scanning micro-doppler radar,
tracks it using a precision controlled
infrared and daylight camera system
incorporating advanced video tracking
software before using a non-kinetic radio
frequency (RF) inhibitor to defeat the
UAS. Using BLACKTALON, the operator
can effectively disrupt the function of a
UAS enforcing an invisible impenetrable
barrier. The BLACKTALON solution is
designed and built to the highest military
standards, and its detect, track and
defeat components have been extensively
field proven in harsh operational
environments. It works in all weather, day
or night and at all times the disruption
response is flexible, proportional and
operator controlled.”

BLACKTALON is highly effective against
multi-mode swarm attacks due its multiband radio frequency (RF) inhibitor which
can simultaneously target multiple threat
‘bands’ to defeat the command and
control (C2) links deployed on UASs. These
C2 links are constantly evolving within
the emerging threat landscape and the
BLACKTALON RF inhibition system (Claw)
continues to demonstrate its flexibility to

“How does BLACKTALON work?” the Editor
asked.

“Our Claw jamming system originally
formed part of the AUDS system. ECS
has developed and refined the system
since the AUDS consortium was formed

and we now offer it as a standalone
C-UAS jammer. With the system being
operationally proven it has proven to
be the obvious choice for home and
overseas customers looking for a RF defeat
solution.” Jackson White said.
The Claw Directional Inhibitor is a selfcontained inhibitor system that combines
the RF power electronics with a highgain multi-band directional antenna
system. The Claw inhibitor comprises
dual mast-mount units covering the
433MHz, GNSS, 915MHz, 2.4GHz and
5.8GHz ISM frequency bands with RF
output powers to the antennas of up
to 83w. With an aggregated RF output
power to the antenna of up to 150w. This
system disrupts the control, navigation
and telemetry used by UAS and can be
customised for end-user requirements.
Claw is a secure fully self-contained,
compact system with no external signal
processing or Power Amplification
modules required, which insulates the
solution from third-party interference
and aids integration into multiple sensor
systems. The Claw system comprises the
following: directional antenna enclosures,
two SDR directional inhibitor units, and
either 2 AC or 1 DC Power Supply Units.
“The combination of TCI and ECS allows
the combined entity to develop systems
to command the spectrum to allow the
passive location and destruction of
every type of drone – from the entrant
user, through the surveillance user, to
the weaponized drone. We can offer
our customers a range of C-UAS systems
from passive RF systems through those
with an EO/IR system and radar to allow
long-range location and kinetic systems
to destroy weaponized UAS before they
reach their target.” Jackson White said.
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Department of Defense and NTIA
Launch 5G Challenge
Department of Defense and NTIA
Launch 5G Challenge to Accelerate
Development of Open 5G Ecosystem.
The DoD, in collaboration with the
National Telecommunications and
Information Administration’s (NTIA)
Institute for Telecommunication Sciences
(ITS), announced today the launch of
the 5G Challenge Preliminary Event:
RAN Subsystem Interoperability. This
competition aims to accelerate the
development and adoption of open
interfaces, interoperable components,
and multi-vendor solutions toward the
development of an open 5G ecosystem.
“The Department is committed to
supporting innovation efforts that
accelerate the domestic development
of 5G and Future G technologies. 5G
is too critical a technology sector to
relinquish to countries whose products
and technologies are not aligned with our
standards of privacy and security. We
will continue our support of all necessary
efforts to unleash innovation while
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developing secure 5G supply chains,” said
Amanda Toman, Acting Principal Director,
5G-Future G.
Today, most wireless networks are
operated by mobile network operators
and composed of many vendor-specific
proprietary solutions. Each discrete
element typically contains custom,
closed-source software and hardware. This
industry dynamic increases costs, slows
innovation, and reduces competition,
often making security issues difficult to
detect and resolve. The 5G Challenge aims
to foster a large, vibrant, and diverse
vendor community dedicated to advancing
5G interoperability towards true plug-andplay operation, and unleashing a new era
of technological innovation based on this
critical technology.
This 5G Challenge Preliminary Event: RAN
Subsystem Interoperability will award up
to $3,000,000 to participants who submit
hardware and/or software solutions for
any or all of the following 5G network

subsystems, which must be compliant
with the 3GPP Release 15 Standard and
O-RAN Alliance Specifications: Distributed
Unit (DU), Central Unit (CU), and Radio
Unit (RU). Interoperability is open for
applications through May 5, 2022. For
applications and additional information
on this 2022 contest, please visit
www.challenge.gov.

About USD (R&E)
The Under Secretary of Defense for
Research and Engineering (USD(R&E)
is the Chief Technology Officer of the
Department of Defense. The USD(R&E)
champions research, science, technology,
engineering, and innovation to maintain
the United States military’s technological
advantage. Learn more at www.cto.mil,
follow us on Twitter @DoDCTO, or visit us
on LinkedIn at https://www.linkedin.com/
company/ousdre.
(Source: US DoD)

Department of Defense and NTIA Launch 5G Challenge

Northrop Grumman and AT&T
Collaborate
Northrop Grumman and AT&T Collaborate
to Power Next Generation, 5G-enabled
Defense Capabilities. Northrop Grumman
Corporation (NYSE: NOC) and AT&T*
entered into a collaboration agreement
to research and develop a digital battle
network, powered by AT&T 5G and
Northrop Grumman’s advanced mission
systems, to support the U.S. Department
of Defense (DoD). Northrop Grumman
and AT&T plan to deliver a cost-effective,
scalable, open architecture solution that
will help the DoD connect distributed
sensors, shooters and data from all
domains, terrains and forces – similar
to how smart devices connect and share
data in our everyday lives. This digital
battle network is expected to bring
together the high speeds, low latency
and cybersecurity protections of private
5G networks with the flexibility and
scalability of AT&T’s commercial 5G
capabilities and offer a critical capability
to support the DoD’s vision for Joint All
Domain Command and Control (JADC2).
“Our collaboration with AT&T brings
together some of the best capabilities in
defense and commercial communications
to meet the evolving requirements of
JADC2,” said Ben Davies, vice president
and general manager, Networked
Information Solutions division, Northrop
Grumman. “The enhanced connectivity
and networking of information that
5G provides are a great advantage in
a military environment and will help
the DoD in the development of highperforming and intuitive technologies that
quickly and seamlessly share data across
a myriad of secure networks.”
“Our 5G capabilities can help the
Department of Defense achieve
operational and information advantage
when it matters most – protecting our
country and freedoms around the globe,”
said Lance Spencer, Client Executive Vice
President-Defense, AT&T Public Sector
and FirstNet. “By bringing our 5G services
together with Northrop Grumman’s

powerful avionics and defense systems,
we expect to create an ideal platform to
deliver DoD’s JADC2 vision.”
The agreement establishes a joint
research and development framework to
prototype, demonstrate and test AT&T’s
commercial 5G networking capabilities
integrated with Northrop Grumman’s
robust portfolio of capabilities that are
at the forefront of military technological
advancement that enable the Joint Force.
For more information, visit Northrop
Grumman’s JADC2 webpage or go here
to learn more about AT&T’s work in the
public sector.

Lockheed Martin, Intel Sign
Agreement
Lockheed Martin, Intel Sign Agreement
to Advance 5G-Ready Communications
for U.S., Allied Defense Systems.
Defense and commercial technology
leaders begin new collaboration,
aligning innovative offerings to address
complex communications challenges.
Lockheed Martin (NYSE: LMT) and
Intel Corporation (Nasdaq: INTC) are
leveraging their expertise in technology
and communications to bring together
innovative 5G-capable solutions, enabling
faster and more decisive actions for
21st century security. A memorandum
of understanding (MOU) signed late
last year expands the ongoing strategic
relationship between the two companies
to align 5G-enabled hardware and
software solutions for the Department of
Defense (DoD).
“This collaboration between Intel and
Lockheed Martin will help accelerate
delivery of secure 5G.MIL® solutions to
achieve network effects for our customers
that will enable prompt, data-driven
decisions by military commanders across
all operational domains,” said Dan Rice,
vice president of 5G.MIL® Programs at
Lockheed Martin. “As security risks evolve
and opportunities to leverage 5G emerge,
staying ahead of the threat landscape is
more critical than ever.”

Intel’s proven 5G solutions are integrated
into Lockheed Martin’s 5G.MIL®
Hybrid Base Station, which acts as a
multi-network gateway for ubiquitous
communications between military
personnel and current and emerging
platforms such as satellites, aircraft,
ships and ground vehicles. Additionally,
Lockheed Martin leverages Intel’s
advanced processor technologies and
innovations on network as well as edge,
to bring cloud capabilities to the areas
of tactical need. This ensures data-driven
decision making across air, sea, land,
space and cyber domains in support of
national security efforts.
“Together, Intel and Lockheed Martin are
utilizing the power of 5G to deliver greater
connectivity, faster and more reliable
networks, and new data capabilities to
the DoD,” said Dan Rodriguez, corporate
vice president at Intel. “This shows how
cloud, network and edge technologies that
are proven in enterprise implementations
can also bring significant value to
the tactical needs of modern defense
systems.”
The companies have worked together for
a decade and previously collaborated to
provide the U.S. military and commercial
customers significant advances in
secure, reliable, high-performance cloud
and edge computing. The companies’
collaboration has already successfully
improved the security and resiliency of
the communications from the enterprise
cloud to service members in the field.
In late 2021, Lockheed Martin and Intel,
using Lockheed Martin’s 5G-enabled
ground vehicles, demonstrated how
hardened security and 5G.MIL capabilities
in cloud computing can enhance
survivability capabilities for military
personnel. Further work together on
a relocatable 5G Hybrid Base Station
prototype for Expeditionary Advanced
Base Operations will be leveraged
in the Open Systems Interoperable
and Reconfigurable Infrastructure
Solution (OSIRIS) for 5G network
testbed infrastructure, which uses Intel
technologies and is located at USMC Base
Camp Pendleton in Oceanside, California.
The two companies have also worked
together on advanced semiconductor
packaging applications for high-density
electronics, which led to collaboration
on the State-of-the-Art Heterogeneous
Integrated Packaging (SHIP) prototype
project and will continue exploration of
additional opportunities.
Lockheed Martin’s strategic
collaborations with industry-leading
companies like Intel align with its vision
to create 5G.MIL defense and deterrence
solutions. These solutions bridge
commercial technologies into future
DOD capabilities that enable Joint All
Domain Operations and Joint All Domain
Command and Control.
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Technology Feature

The Troposcatter Evolution
Spectra Group is a specialist provider of secure voice, data and satellite communications
systems and is the UK distributor for US company Comtech Systems Inc of Troposcatter
systems including the new Compact Over-the horizon Mobile Expeditionary Terminal
(COMET) system.
The COMET system has recently been
purchased by the UK Royal Navy for
primary use by the Royal Marines Future
Commando Force, and because the
contract has been placed through the
NATO Support and Procurement Agency
(NSPA), Troposcatter COMET is now
available to all NATO countries for the
next 3 years via the NATO catalogue.

How Troposcatter Works
Tropospheric scatter uses the Troposphere
(up to about 13km altitude) to provide
communications. Spectra Group supply
two systems; the much larger, but more
powerful 500-Watt Mobile Transportable
Transmission Systems (MTTS) capable of
delivering 210Mbps of data throughput
up to ranges of 250km dependent on
conditions, and the COMET which is
smaller and more lightweight. COMET has
a maximum transmit power of 10-watts,
using a 1-meter dish and is designed to
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provide low latency (typically 9-20mS),
large data rates (originally up to 60Mbps)
and ranges up to 70 kilometers. However,
COMET often far exceeds the designed
data rate and, with careful siting, can
exceed the specified range.
Critically, Troposcatter is satellite
independent and works in a GPS/GNSS
denied environment, so is suitable for
use in a Peer-on-Peer conflict/Multi
Domain Integration. The low latency,
large bandwidth, enables analysis and
manipulation of large data, which
combined with its low operating cost
makes it suitable for deployed battlegroup
or even company headquarters. Unlike
geostationary satellites, it is also effective
in polar regions. As a point-to-point
system, it is very directional, requires low
power and uses complex waveforms so is
difficult to detect and is highly suitable
for many of the challenges UK Defence

and NATO face today.

Modular Transportable
Transmission System (MTTS)
The Troposcatter MTTS is the most
flexible, rapidly deployable, modular
transit case troposcatter system available
for when the operational situation
demands high power (500 Watts), high
bandwidth (<210Mbps) and long ranges
(<250km dependent on conditions).
The core MTTS Modem (CS67PLUS) is
common across the troposcatter family of
systems and is the first software-defined
adaptive troposcatter modem and radio
packaged in a compact sealed module.
This adaptive architecture can support
Line- of-sight (LOS), Obstructed LOS and
Troposcatter beyond line-of-sight (BLOS)
communications with a capacity of <210

Above: COMET 1m dish. (Spectra)

The Troposcatter Evolution

COMET

Group

TROPOSCATTER

High Capacity Robust & Resilient Strategic Communications

Over The Horizon
Communications
High Bandwidth
Low Size and Weight
Easy to Use
Resilience in a
Space-Denied Environment

Resilient and robust networks over strategic distances with higher bandwidth capacity and
lower cost than SATCOM. The next generation of Troposcatter technology from Comtech
delivers data rates up to 210 Mb/s over 200 km and more, without the need for terrestrial or
satellite repeaters.
The COMET (Compact Over-the horizon Mobile Expeditionary Terminal) has a maximum
transmit power of 10-watts, using a 1-meter dish and provide low latency (9-20mS), large data
rates (typically <> 60-80 Mb/s) and ranges up to 70 kilometres.

spectra-group.co.uk
0845 2600 444
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Above: How Troposcatter Works. (Spectra)
Mbps of full duplex data throughput.
To maximize link availability and data
throughput, the CS67PLUS features
Adaptive Coding Modulation (ACM).
ACM continuously selects the best
modulation and error correction coding
scheme on a frame-by-frame basis
based upon troposcatter link conditions
to continuously provide maximum
throughput and link availability.

Transit Case Modularity
The modular design allows users to take a
building block approach to deployment,
only utilising the cases needed for a
Below: The MTTS System. (Spectra)
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specific mission objective, with the ability
to increase the power of the systems as
those requirements change. The Radio
Baseband Transit Case (paired with a
C-Band antenna) can function as a standalone line-of-sight transmission system
for shorter range and unobstructed
links. The addition of a single RF section
enables dual diversity troposcatter and
diffraction links for medium range and
obstructed communications. A second
RF section (with antenna) provides Quad
Diversity troposcatter communications
for maximum range.
The portable transit case design allows
more flexible deployment options than
traditional trailer or vehicle based
troposcatter systems. The MTTS cases

can be transported to areas that are
inaccessible by vehicles to optimize
transmission paths. Spectra Group offers
a 2.4 m troposcatter antenna solution,
but the MTTS is compatible with any
C-band antenna.

Compact Over-the horizon Mobile
Expeditionar
The COMET uses the same CS67Plus
modem as the MTTS but is a much
smaller and more lightweight system.
It is designed to support rapid, mobile
operations that require high bandwidth
and ranges up to 70km.
The COMET system uses a 1-metre dish and

The Troposcatter Evolution

MoD vision of a Digital Backbone to
multiple command and communication
nodes or even tactical observation posts.
This collaboration sits well with Spectra’s
ethos of innovation. Spectra’s own
revolutionary Slingshot technology has
been a true game-changer in the world
of tactical communications. SlingShot
is a unique system that enables UHF
and VHF radios to use L-Band Satellite
frequency, allowing users to instantly
extend the range of their in-service
tactical communications equipment to
Beyond Line of Sight (BLOS). Conceived
and designed to meet demanding Special
Forces requirements, SlingShot offers a
significant number of benefits for users
requiring secure, reliable and robust
communications on the move (COTM).

Above: COMET. (Spectra)
the COMTECH CS67Plus Modem capable of
up to 210Mbps, which takes the IP stream
and directly converts to two RF outputs
in the range 4.4-5Ghz to provide two
frequencies, amplified by Dual 10W GaN
amps (Dual LNA on the receive path). This
allows for dual frequency/polarisation
diversity that compensates for any
fading/multi path.

be used to enable static links – to be
established in seconds – if mounted on
a Mechanised Infantry Vehicle (MIV)
such as BOXER. Teamed with Mobile Ad
Hoc Network (MANET) Radio, or another
innovative IP bearer, could enable Low
Probability of Intercept/ Low Probability
of Detect (LPI/LPD) high bandwidth data
right to the tactical edge to enable the

In suitable conditions, the bandwidth,
range, and data transfer speeds can be
much greater than predicted.

Below: DSSSW over COTS AESA. (Spectra)

Over 3500 SlingShot systems are in
operation world-wide in the manpack,
vehicle, maritime and aviation variants.
Simon Davies, CEO of Spectra Group said,
“We are delighted to have been awarded
the contract to supply Troposcatter
services through the NSPA catalogue
which will enable us, in addition to wider
NATO forces, to supply and support the UK
MoD and the Royal Marines – who have
urgent operational requirements - and
are likely to be the early adopters of this
deployable long range communication
capability. We have participated in the
British Army’s Warfighting Experiments
in the past to better understand the
challenges and requirements that future
combat forces require and have been
working hard with our partner COMTECH
to deliver these essential capabilities.”

The COMET system is simple, intuitive, and
easy to set up and does not require the
use of vulnerable and expensive satellites.
It is portable and can be established
and operational within 15 minutes. The
COMET system comes packed in two
small, commercial airline checkable cases
(<27kg each).

The Future
COMTECH have developed a very robust,
optional, Direct Sequence Spread
Spectrum (DSSS) Waveform which spreads
the signal over the available signal
bandwidth to improve link reliability on
harsh links with low signal levels and to
reduce the probability of detection. The
spreading technique sends data over a
wider bandwidth to be received at signals
below the noise floor.
Recent tests with a Commercial off the
Shelf (COTS) Active Electronically Steered
Array (AESA) Antenna achieved 112km
with only 4Watts to a mobile maritime
platform. The same configuration could
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Making Ethernet Deterministic:
Time Sensitive Networking for
Digital Backbones
By: David Jedynak and Aaron Frank, Curtiss-Wright Defense Solutions
Traditional defense and aerospace
systems rely on older, proven
technologies such as MIL-STD-1553,
ARINC 429, and CANBus to support timecritical communications. However, those
legacy data buses have not evolved to
meet the challenge of ever-faster system
operating speeds. On the civil aviation
side, Ethernet technologies such as
ARINC 664 (AFDX) and Time Triggered
Ethernet (TTE) have gained some
popularity, but these require significant
up-front investment and high recurring
costs. What’s more, these legacy
avionics solutions aren’t flexible once
deployed and cannot be dynamically
configured. As an open standard
technology supported by many major
semiconductor suppliers, Time-Sensitive
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Networking (TSN) is designed to coexist
with today’s low-cost existing Ethernet
technologies.
TSN is a set of standards and capabilities
that enable hard real-time use cases over
standard Ethernet networks. Aerospace
and defense integrators are envisioning
digital backbones based on Ethernet for
future ground vehicles and aircraft that
support not only traditional data and
communications traffic, but also support
precision control over Ethernet for
weapons systems, autonomous vehicles,

and other devices historically controlled
via legacy data busses. An example
of this vision is provided by the UK
MoD’s future looking “Digital Strategy
for Defence,” which includes plans for
the use of a seamless secure, singular,
modern digital backbone.
TSN works dynamically, enabling timesensitive communications channels to
be configured and set up flexibly as
needed in real time. TSN technology
offers several important capabilities to
embedded defense systems. It makes use

Above: Curtiss-Wright’s Parvus DuraCOR 313 Mini Modular Mission Computer is
an example of a MOSA based rugged mission computer that supports TSN-based
deterministic Ethernet networking. (Curtiss-Wright)

Making Ethernet Deterministic: Time Sensitive Networking for Digital Backbones

of IEEE-1588v2 Precision Time Protocol
(PTP) to provide clock synchronization
between nodes. Once clocks are
synchronized, TSN can be used to set
up a deterministic communications
channel between nodes. This setup can
be defined with guaranteed parameters,
such as throughput, latency, and jitter.

Deterministic Ethernet with TSN
TSN is a set of Ethernet networking
capabilities that transmit time-sensitive
data across standard Ethernet networks.
Originally, TSN grew out of the IEEE
802.1 standard working groups on
Audio Video Bridging (AVB) to ensure
that independent networks streams
for audio and video data arrive at the
correct times to ensure synchronization.
AVB also requires guaranteed delivery
throughput and latency to avoid
problems like missing video frames.
Today, TSN features new 802.1 standards
that go beyond AVB time-synchronized
streaming. These enhancements can
support low-latency, precision data
delivery over Ethernet for a broader set
of industrial, automotive, aerospace,
and other real-time communications
applications.
In the defense and aerospace market,
TSN has great potential: Integrators
are envisioning Ethernet backbones
for future ground vehicles and aircraft
that support not only traditional data
and communications traffic, but also
precision control over Ethernet for
weapons systems, autonomous vehicles,
and other devices historically controlled
via legacy data buses.

TSN is not a single standard, but a
collection of capabilities governed
and managed by a number of separate
IEEE standards. TSN uses a profiles
approach that defines which specific
set of features, options, configurations,
and protocols are appropriate for a
particular set of TSN applications.
Some profiles are well defined, while
others are still works in progress. For
example, work is currently underway
by SAE and IEEE on the Aerospace
profiles (P802.1DP), which are being
defined in SAE AS6675 Working Group
as IEEE 802.1DP; these will focus on
security, high availability and reliability,
maintainability, and bounded latency
for deterministic networks that range in
Design Assurance Levels (DAL).

All equipment in the path from node A
to node B that participates in this setup
will reserve buffers and bandwidths
and configure queue priorities to meet
the request. Once set up, the nodes can
communicate with the determinism that
has been established. If the channel is
no longer needed, the reservation can
be taken down, returning buffers and
bandwidth to other nodes that may
need it.
TSN technology offers several important
capabilities to embedded defense systems.
As TSN matures for the defense and
aerospace industry, leading commercial
off-the-shelf (COTS) vendors are
incorporating TSN capabilities into their
products. COTS suppliers are starting to

Below: TSN is not a single standard, but a collection of capabilities governed and managed by a number of separate IEEE standards.
This is a partial list of the IEEE standards used to support TSN. (Curtiss-Wright)
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get up to speed on the potential benefits
of TSN and investigating how to support
it more fully as the next generation of
Ethernet switching products takes shape.
Today, for example, many Curtiss-Wright
single-board computer (SBC) modules and
mission computer systems can already
take advantage, to varying degrees, of
TSN communications, requiring only
software support, and several nextgen mission computers and Ethernet
switches from Curtiss-Wright are road
mapped to fully support TSN connectivity
as endpoints and network bridges,
respectively.

A TSN-Capable Rugged Mission
Computer

the market (~5.2” x 5.4”x 2.0”; ~2 lbs),
the DuraCOR 313 delivers significant
performance improvement compared to
legacy Intel “Baytrail” Atom computing
solutions. The mission computer’s
64-bit Intel architecture features 2x
the processing and 3x the graphics
performance with 4x the memory
capacity, and expanded I/O capabilities
compared to the legacy DuraCOR 311
computer based on Intel’s E3845 Atom.
Designed for optimal performance in
the harshest size, weight and power
(SWaP) constrained environments, the
unit is housed in a fanless IP67-rated
miniature enclosure with industrial
temperature components and MILperformance circular connectors. It
meets the most demanding military

environmental testing/qualification
requirements with adherence to MILSTD-810, MIL-STD-461, MIL-STD-1275, MILSTD-704 and RTCA/DO-160 conditions
for environmental, power and EMI
(thermal, shock, vibration, dust, water,
humidity, altitude, power spikes/surges,
conducted/radiated emissions and
susceptibility).
Similarly, Curtiss-Wright’s upcoming
Parvus DuraCOR 8044 mission computer
also provides hardware support for TSN.
In addition, Curtiss-Wright will soon
announce a new addition to its Parvus
DuraNET family of ultracompact rugged
switches and routers that will provide
support for TSN on a 10G/1G Ethernet
switch.

An example of a modular open systems
approach (MOSA) based rugged mission
computer that supports TSN-based
deterministic Ethernet networking is the
recently introduced Parvus DuraCOR
313 Mini Modular Mission Computer
that features an Intel Atom low-power
processor. This ultra-rugged miniature
mission computer combines a quadcore 6th gen Intel Atom x6400E Series
(Elkhart Lake) processor with hardware
support for real-time 802.1-based Time
Sensitive Networking (TSN) network
connectivity, making it one of the
industry’s first solutions for deploying a
MIL-grade TSN endpoint for deterministic
Ethernet connectivity to address time
synchronization, ensure low-latency
communication, and manage network
traffic scheduling. Providing system
architects with one of the smallest and
lightest rugged mission computers on
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Tactical battlefield communications solutions
Video & mission management solutions
Networking modules & systems
Computing modules & systems
Test & monitoring solutions
Tactical data link solutions
Data storage & recorders
Motion control solutions
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